includes two special inserts. The first is an ordination (found on pages 60–60g). The forent of the issue, completed, and mailed to thent. For additional copies of the form, contact theses. The second insert includes ballots for ALSC voting for the 1986 Laura Ingalls Wilder Medalists to the Newbery, Caldecott, and Notable Childen are a personal member of ALSC, please take ailder award candidate of your choice and to assign committees by providing your recommendachildren’s books published in 1985. The commit

ERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

E ALSC BOARD
allot appointing Gail Sage as ALSC vice-approval cosponsorship of the Third Pacific Rimition requesting ALA Council to change policy to one divisional national conference every three divisions the option of determining the conference needs, each cycle to occur no more frequently than

idith Rovenger, ALSC Preconference Planning role in organizing and planning an extremely sucled “Learning Differences/Library Directions” on minimum wages for young adults that statesaired for equal work,” which was adopted at theg.

to appoint members of ALSC to work with mem-sk force charged with studying the age-level defini-statement of responsibility. The task force will to the two boards.
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